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Former Stuntwoman and Entrepreneur

Miriam Höller made an impressing career as a stuntwoman. She is an entrepreneur, model and presenter 

known from TV. Making decisions courageously, accepting change, growing and learning - Miriam Höller 

shows in her inspiring lectures that we can all fly - if we don't lose our wings. 

Miriam Höller (*1987) has made a steep career as a much sought-after stuntwoman after finishing secondary 

school and training as a sports and fitness merchant. In 2010, she has become known nationwide through her 

participation in Heidi Klum's PRO7 show "Germany's Next Topmodel". 

In 2016, at the peak of her career, she broke both her feet after more than ten years without an accident in 

her profession. The injuries were so severe that she had to give up her dream job. Six weeks later, her great 

love died in an accident: aerobatics world champion Hannes Arch crashed with his helicopter. But Miriam 

Höller has not given up, but has decided to grow with the challenges. She has successfully returned to the 

public stage as a presenter and speaker. 

Today, Miriam Höller conveys the power of her personal story as a keynote speaker in her emotional 

speeches. She inspires her listeners to be more courageous and more willing to change and she inspires with 

her joy of life and her many years of experience as a star stuntwoman and as the head of her own stunt team . 

Miriam Höller is also authentic and charming as a presenter – of action -packed major events as well as in 

interviews where the quiet tones are needed.

Topics (Selection):

•  Resilience - The right way to deal with crises

•  Change - Using change for your own benefit

•  Motivation - Defining and achieving goals

•  Challenges - Overcoming set backs

•  Risk management

•  Courage 

•  Joie de vivre - Back to happiness

•  Success - Personal responsibility in professional and private life
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